St. Maarten Medical Center: 910 or +1 721 543-1111
Police Department: 911 or +1 721 542-2222
Ambulance Services: 912 or +1 721 542-2111
Coast Guard: 913
Child / Youth Hotline: 918
Safe Haven: 9333
Fire / Disaster Department: 919
Fire Department (Airport): +1 721 545-4222

GEBE Hotline: +1 721 544-3100 or Toll Free 1844 432-3213
Mental Health Foundation: +1 721 542-1677
White & Yellow Cross Foundation: +1 721-548-4431
Airport (PJIAE): +1 721-546-7542
Red Cross: +1 721-545-2333
SIMPSON BAY LAGOON AUTHORITY (SLAC): +1 721-542-8503 or +1 721 542-8504
St. Maarten Laboratory Services (SLS): +1 721-542-2518
Government Administration Building: +1 721-542-0349 / 0640 / 0651 / 2026
The Disaster Management Organization is subdivided into 3 levels:
- Operational (On Scene Command = COPI);
- Tactical (Emergency Support Functions = ESF-groepen);
- Strategic (Nationale rampenstaf = EOC)
  • The Prime Minister is in supreme command.
  • The National Disaster Coordinator (Fire Chief) is charged with the operational coordination of disaster management.

The Prime Minister is charged with the Supreme Command in the fight against disasters and major accidents. The Prime Minister is assisted by a disaster staff composed by him.

High Command indicates two aspects: Political and administrative responsibility; control over everyone who participates in the (disaster) response, in particular with a view to good coordination.

Has supreme command and chairs the EOC meetings;

Prime Minister communicates EOC decisions to the population (via the media);

Prime Minister can issue via a decree an Emergency situation based on the Emergency situation ordinance (Lvo uitzonderingstoestand);

A curfew can be part of this decree;

The Prime Minister needs to inform Parliament, as well as the Governments of the Kingdom (including BES), Aruba and Curaçao.

ESF GROUPS
In general, (a part of) the ESF groups are only operational if alarm phase 2 is in effect. The coordinators of the ESF operational groups form, as stated, the Operational Team.